SINCERELY,
FOOD
A useful little book about food
waste and how to avoid it
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1. SINCERELY, what’s the
deal with wasted food?

Secondly, by wasting food we are also wasting the resources that were used to produce the food: the
land, water, energy and our own hard work. You probably know that greenhouse gases are considered
the main trigger for climate change. But guess what? Food waste also contributes to greenhouse gas
emissions and climate change.

Food is life. We love food so much that sometimes we buy too much of it, order more than we can eat
and cook more than we need. Unfortunately, this food often ends up in the bin. This leads to food waste
that could have been avoided.

Could you imagine that in the EU around
88 million tons of food is wasted annually?
If you start to think of its monetary value - it is
indeed a lot. It could be compared to a yearly
EU budget for different support programs for
all the member states [1].

“

“

At the same time, globally, nearly 1.3 billion
tons of food is wasted every year which
is 15 times more than in the EU only. This
means that one third of food produced for
human consumption in the world is lost or
wasted. It is better not to put this volume into
monetary value because this is unimaginable
[2].

“

“

1/3 is wasted

To find out more about how food waste
is related to greenhouse gases and
other issues that have an impact on our
environment, see Chapter 2.

It is widely thought that most food is wasted in supermarkets, but is that really the case? Food waste
occurs all along the supply chain: on farms, during storage and handling and transport, in the
production phase, in supermarkets, in restaurants and at home. In lower-income countries most food
is wasted in the agricultural and post-harvesting sector, whereas in higher-income countries most food
(53 %) is wasted during the consumption phase in our own homes [1].

MOST FOOD IS WASTED AT HOME [1]

Have you thought what the results are of consuming more
food than we need? Well, firstly, by throwing away food we
are wasting money. While an average family in Estonia throws
away food worth 200 euros every year [3], families in higher-income countries might throw away food worth twice or
even three times as much.

households

53 %
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processing

19 %

food service

12 %

wholesales
production and retail

11 %

5%
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There are some food products that are wasted more often than others. For example, global quantitative
food waste per year is highest for root crops, fruits and vegetables, where around 45 % of production
goes to waste [4]. Studies in Finland and Estonia have shown that the most wasted food types are homecooked meals (20-35 %) followed by fruits and vegetables (ca 17 %) and dairy products (ca 17 %) [3] [5].
GLOBALLY THE MOST WASTED FOOD PRODUCTS ARE ROOT CROPS,
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN A YEAR [4]

2. SINCERELY, why do we need to
reduce the amount of food wasted?
The food waste issue causes both local and global impacts that are interrelated across social, economic
and environmental spheres. You will learn more about it from the following subchapters.

Less wasted food = more savings

45 %
35 %
30 %
20 %

Unfortunately, our choices are affecting the health of our planet and the quality of life of current and
future generations. Food waste is a global issue and every one of us plays a role in it. It is in our hands to
make a change and avoid food waste.

Have you ever thought that by throwing away spoiled food we are literally throwing money in the bin as
well? By creating food waste as a result of improper storage, for example, we are also wasting money.
Reducing food waste means reducing costs for households. 143 billion euros is the total cost of the
food thrown away in homes in the EU every year [1]. With better planning of food and proper storage,
this money could be used for a fun family weekend or holiday instead.

Food waste has a direct negative impact on the income
of farmers, producers and retailers as well. Economic
losses are incurred throughout the food supply chain.
Food waste is a serious financial issue for higher- and
lower-income countries alike. In lower-income countries
it is the farmers and farm workers who lose out the most,
because a lot of produce goes to waste due to outdated
farming technology and bad storage conditions. At the
same time, in higher-income countries it is households
where the greatest economic loss occurs – as a result of
the high rate of generation of food waste.

143 billion euros

To find out what the main reasons are for
food waste and how to avoid wasting our
precious foodstuffs, see Chapter 3.
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Food waste per capita per year
20 kg

47 kg

Cost per household per year

77 kg

340 €

200 €

Estonia [3]

“

The
Netherlands [6]

United
Kingdom [7]

Estonia [3]

The
Netherlands [6]

598 €

United
Kingdom [7]

One out of nine people globally is undernourished, the majority of the world’s hungry people live
in lower income countries, mainly in Africa and Asia. The growing population and demands for food
will only make this situation more acute in the light of climate change and increasing competition for
resources. Europe alone wastes an amount of food that could feed 200 million people [4].
Along with unequal distribution, a lot of our food is produced in countries where people don’t have
enough to eat. For example, most of the green beans for the EU market are produced in Kenya – a
country where water is scarce and people have to compete for it to irrigate their beans (which are usually
exported) or use it for other needs. It is particularly sad to realise that such a precious resource is also
wasted when we throw away food.

3 billion people

Food waste on a global level
1.3 billion tons per year

If saved it could
be used to feed
around

There is a correlation between food waste
and income. In general, EU countries with a
higher-income per capita (like the UK and the
Netherlands) produce larger quantities of
household food waste than countries with
lower-incomes (like Estonia).

“

Less wasted food = more happy people everywhere
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“

Significant wastage occurs in higher-income
countries, which account for just 15 % of the
world’s population but consume the majority
of the world’s resources, especially from
lower-income countries [8].

“

With millions of people all over the world struggling to find enough food to eat, the fact that millions
of tons of food is wasted every year can be surprising. Food waste is also a social problem as higher
income countries throw away food that could have been used, while people in lower income countries
are lacking food. This problem also exists in higher income countries where many people cannot afford
a proper meal while others are buying too much and letting it be spoiled.

9

Less wasted food = good for the environment

Water

You might be wondering how wasted food poses a threat to the environment. Let’s take an example:
due to the growing population and consumption per capita, as well as the fact that one-third of all
food produced goes to waste, demand for cereals and grains like rice is increasing. In order to obtain a
proper rice yield, farmers need to use a lot of fresh water, and more pesticides and arable land are being
used. Beyond the impact on nature, land and water, rice production has a large carbon footprint [9].Rice
paddies produce methane – a greenhouse gas which contributes considerably to climate change. This is
a natural process in rice growth, but if the rice is wasted, the methane has been generated unnecessarily.

Water, especially fresh water, is an important resource in food production. Every food item needs a
different amount of water to be grown, to be turned into food products and to be prepared at home. For
example, meat production requires a much higher amount of water than vegetables [10]. If we
waste less food, we also waste less water.

Chocolate, 1k g

CEREALS AND GRAINS INCLUDING RICE HAVE THE BIGGEST CARBON FOOTPRINT
AND AT THE SAME TIME ARE ONE OF THE MOST WASTED TYPES OF FOOD [9]

30 %

Beef, 1 kg

Butter, 1 kg

Chichen, 1 kg

5 553 l

4 325 l

Cheese, 1 kg

Rice, 1 kg

3 178 l

2 495 l

Coffee, 1 cup

15 415 l

17 196 l

20 %
10 %

Bread, 1 kg

Apple, 1 kg

Potato, 1kg

Tomato, 1kg

1 Egg

0%

1 608 l

822 l

287l

214 l

196 l

Meat

Milk & eggs Fruits
Starchy
(excluding (excluding roots
butter)
wine)

Carbon Footprint

Fish &
seafood

Oilcrops
& pulses

Food Waste

Thus, we are not only throwing away 1.3 billion tons of food that has been produced, but also an
enormous amount of water, energy, land, human and other resources, and generating unreasonable
pollution. Let’s take a look at what might be behind of our everyday choices.
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400 l
Infographic source [10].

“

1.4 billion people already live in areas where
there is not enough fresh water available to
meet all needs of society [11].

“

Cereals Vegetables
(excluding
beer)

132 l
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Land
Food production – growing grains or vegetables or producing meat – requires a lot of fertile land. To
meet the food demand of higher-income countries, deforestation is taking place in lower-income
countries to free up land for the agroindustry. Reducing food waste can reduce the amount of food
produced, and this will reduce the need to destroy forest ecosystems.

As the Earth’s ecosystem is a complex and sophisticated system, land use changes and agriculture in
general affect biodiversity. Can you imagine there no longer being birds singing? There are several
reasons for the loss of biodiversity. One is the use of pesticides. Those used in food production have
harmful effects and can even lead to the extinction of entire species: mammals, birds, amphibians and
insects (including bees). The more food is produced and wasted, the greater the impact on biodiversity.
By reducing food waste, we help to feed the world in a more efficient way and thus reduce the need for
pesticides and additional agricultural land, leaving more space for natural ecosystems.

“

“

1.4 billion hectares of land or 28 % of the
world’s agricultural area is used annually to
produce food that is not consumed [12].
This is an area slightly smaller than Russia
and larger than the whole of Canada.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION OF MEAT AND MILK NEEDS NEARLY 80%
OF THE TOTAL AGRICULTURAL LAND [12]
90 %
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WHITHOUT BEES THEY’LL ALL BE OFF THE MENU

“

Bees and other insects are vital for global food
production as they pollinate three quarters of
all crops.

“

Cereals
(excluding
beer)
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Biodiversity

Starchy
roots

Oilcrops
& pulses

Food Waste
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wine)
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Land Occupation
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Energy
THE MOST ENERGY IS REQUIRED TO PRODUCE ONE KILO OF BEEF [13]
63

Beef
25

Pork
13

Cheese
Chicken

9

Egg

8

“

38 % of energy consumption in the global
food system is used to produce food that will
be wasted [14].

3

Apple

2

Milk

1

Corn
A LOT OF ENERGY IN FOOD PRODUCTION IS USED DURING
THE PRODUCTION, PROCESSING AND CONSUMPTION PHASES

Kilowatt-Hours Per Kg

Climate change
As mentioned, our food production systems are energy-demanding, including all of the energy expended
in producing, transporting, distributing and storing food. Hence, food waste contributes a great deal
to climate change alongside transport, industry, energy production, heating et al.
Production
everything up to the farm
gate

Processing
between the farm gate and
the point of sale

Consumption
from point of sale to your
mouth

“

Global food waste generates 4.4 gigatons of
greenhouse gases annually. This means that
the contribution of food waste emissions to
global warming is almost equivalent to that of
global road transport emissions [9].

“
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“

It’s hard to think of a human activity that doesn’t require energy. Sources based on fossil fuels, which
are non-renewable, have become a real concern: their use has escalated dramatically, causing a number
of environmental problems like air pollution and climate change. Increasing demand for energy is also
being felt in agricultural production and food processing – in fact at every point in the food chain. It is
approximately 70 times more energy-consuming to produce 1 kg of beef than the same amount
of vegetables, cereals or fruits [13]. Why, you might ask? Most of the energy is needed for machines
and transportation in different phases: to harvest the feed grain and transport it to the cattle, to transport
the cattle to abattoirs, to refrigerate the meat and transport it to supermarkets, to bring it home, to
refrigerate it further and then finally to cook it.

You might be wondering how food that is wasted can cause climate change. Well, as we said earlier,
greenhouse gases form part of the natural cycle of growing food (take a look at the example of rice
again on page 10). What makes the situation unbalanced is the fact that nowadays food is a global
commodity and is transported all over the world. You need only think about your shopping
bag: grapes from Chile (12,000 km), baby carrots from South Africa (10,000 km), broccoli from Spain
(1500 km), beef from Brazil (10,000 km) and more. Food travels long distances to end up on our plates.
Besides, when food waste is dumped in landfill, it undergoes anaerobic decomposition and generates
methane, which is a very powerful greenhouse gas.

3. SINCERELY, how can we ensure that
we waste less food at home?
We often claim that we don’t waste food or don’t throw it away.
That might be so but we have to admit that there are occasions
when we open the trash bin and…
THE MAIN REASONS BEHIND FOOD WASTE ARE [3]:

we did not wish
to eat anymore

GREENHOUSE
GASES

6%

we generate
food scraps
food left in the
fridge for too long
However, it is not all bad news: of all of the causes of climate change, food waste is perhaps the easiest
to deal with and the one in which everyone can make an impact in their daily lives. You have the chance
to make a difference by following the tips listed in the next chapter.
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49 % European consumers consider
themselves to be taking actions to combat
climate change [15].
Let’s increase this number!

5%

8%
12 %

43 %

food goes off
(because we buy
more than we can eat)

12 %

too much food is prepared
and we don’t keep the
leftovers or dislike them

“

“

the expiration date
has passed

other reason

14 %
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We as individuals can implement little changes that make a big difference in the amount of food we
throw away each year. We can do our bit by following just one suggestion or challenging ourselves to
two or more.

Suggestion 1:
plan ahead &
cook the right
amount

Take a look at what you have in your
fridge and cupboards and make a list.
Take time to plan a weekly menu
and make a shopping list.

“

Suggestion 2:
buy what
you need

Use the paper-and-pen method or notes on
your phone, or download an app.

“

Suggestion 5:
recycle what
you can’t eat

See what you have and plan
your meals accordingly

Plan your portions
Suggestion 4:
eat it all or store
leftovers for later

Suggestion 3:
store correctly

This is always tricky with grains and other foodstuffs that change size when cooked. Below is a simple
table on how to measure the right amount of uncooked rice, pasta, buckwheat and couscous if served
as part of a main meal.
Measured In
Tablespoons

Rice

Measured In
Tablespoons

Buchwheat

Adult			60-90 g		4

Adult			75 g		4

Kid (4-10 years)		

Kid (4-10 years)		

35-55 g		

2

45-60 g		

3

Suggestion 1: Plan your meals

Pasta

Couscous

Adult			75 g		8

The main reason for 43 % of cases in which food is wasted is that it goes off. We forget what we have in
our fridge, freezer and cupboards if we don’t regularly go through them and plan our menus according
to what needs to be used first. Here are some tips on how to plan your weekly menu and portions and
how to make a shopping list.

Adult			100 g		6

Kid (4-10 years)		

Kid (4-10 years)		

18

45-60 g		

5

45-60 g		

4
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But what about other food items like meat, fish and vegetables? Use your fist, palm, cupped hand and
hand to use just the right amount. For kids, use their hand. This way you will waste less and won’t have
to worry about your waistline.
ADULT

Suggestion 2: Shop smartly
CHILD

Vegetables (non-starchy)
Your two hands cupped together
is a good guide for the amount.

one fist

Don’t shop on an empty stomach
two hands cupped

two hands cupped

Grain foods and starchy vegetables and legumes
A portion of grain foods and starchy
vegetables is the size of your closed fist.

one hand

one fist

one hand
Poultry or meat
The palm of your hand is a guide for a portion of red
meat, chicken or pork. The thickness of the meat
should be about the same thickness as the palm of
your hand.

one palm

Vegetables (non-starchy), fruits, nuts as a snack
A single portion of vegetables, fruit
or nuts is what fits into the palm.
one handful
20

Don’t go food shopping if you are hungry, because
you will most probably buy more than you need or
won’t stick to your shopping list.

Know the difference between “use by” and “best before”

Fish
The whole of your hand is a good
portion guide for a piece of fish.

one palm

Our shopping habits and the decisions we make at the supermarket are profoundly linked to the amount
of food we throw out. Here are some simple tips on avoiding over-buying, saving money and wasting
less food.

Nearly 40% of Europeans find the labels “best before” and “use by” confusing.
Let’s try to make it clear in order to avoid wasting food:
The “Use-by” date is about food safety. Foodstuffs
can be consumed until this date but not afterwards. You
will find use-by dates on foods tha go off quickly, such as
meat products, fish and ready-to-eat salads.
The “Best before” date is about food quality. The
food will be safe to eat after this date but may not be at
its best. Its flavour and texture might not be as good. Bestbefore dates appear on frozen foods, dried foods and
tinned foods.

BEST
B
T BE
B FORE

one handful

12.12.24
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